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Greetings Northeast Section and friends of the Section!

I hope everyone is enjoying the summer, and staying safe and healthy! If you are experiencing challenges or hardships, I hope you are able to find support, and moments of enjoyment where you can.

I think it is safe to say that we are finally in a time where we can, again, gather for meetings, field trips, and other fun learning and networking opportunities. We now have more options to keep connected, and to participate with members, colleagues, and students in all reaches of the Northeast region.

While some professional groups are back to all in-person events, others (including NE-AIPG) plan to continue hosting online events, in addition to hosting in-person events. The NE-AIPG Executive Committee and sub-committees are discussing plans for events and outreach. Some events will be

(Ramblings continued on page 12)
learning opportunities, and others might be social and networking focused. When possible, NE-AIPG plans to offer a learning component suitable for professional development hours (PDHs) to support licensed professionals.

If you have a topic or project that you’d like to share in a Webinar or a Newsletter Article, or if there is a location within the Northeast Section (CT, NH, NJ, NY, MA, ME, RI, VT) that you’d like to visit on a field trip, send the information or suggestions our way. You can contact us anytime at info@ne-aipg.org. We are seeking ideas for events and collaborations throughout 2024 and beyond.

NE-AIPG co-hosted two in-person events this Spring, and hosted a Webinar this Summer. Other professional groups are also regaining momentum as memberships are getting back to participating. I was fortunate enough to fit several AIPG and non-AIPG events into my schedule this year.

I attended both in-person events that NE-AIPG co-hosted this Spring. The first event was a Spring Meeting and Student Expo in April with the Hudson-Mohawk Professional Geologists Association (HMPGA), and the second was a Regional AIPG Spring Meeting in May. These events are discussed in a separate article (page 20) in this newsletter.

NE-AIPG began a Webinar series in June, with the hopes that this will become a quarterly event. We have talks lined up for September 26th and November 28th, from 5:30pm to 7pm. The general agenda will include an introduction, a ~1-hour presentation, and a few post-presentation questions. We anticipate the online talks will be approved for 1 PDH each.

The NE-AIPG talk for the Webinar that took place on June 27th was titled "Rare Earth Elements (REE) and the Recently Discovered Pennington Mountain REE Zr Nb Deposit in Northern Maine", and was presented by Dr. Chunzeng Wang, from the University of Maine at Presque Isle. This talk was approved for 1 PDH by the New York State Council of Professional Geologists (NYSCPG), and covered the discovery of the anomaly in the geophysical data obtained through the United States Geological Survey’s (USGS’s) Earth Mapping Resources Initiative (Earth MRI), the collection and analyzing of the rocks and minerals within the anomaly, and the discovery of elements on the critical minerals list, Zirconium (Zr, used in the high-temperature ceramics and corrosion-resistant alloys) and Niobium (Nb, used mostly in steel and superalloys), within the rocks. There were several positive comments on this presentation. We hope to continue offering interesting talks on a quarterly schedule.

From my location in southern New York State, I was able to attend several non-AIPG events hosted by NYSCPG, the Long Island Association of Professional Geologists (LIAPG), and HMPGA. Below are some of the events I was able to attend this Spring and Summer. Hopefully some of you reading this were able to attend these events, or other events local to you.

(Rambling continued on page 15)
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We want to showcase what geologists are doing in other parts of Northeast region. If you have an event to share or advertise, please send us a summary and photos (info@ne-aipg.org).

HMPGA - March 15, 2023, Dinner Event - This event was held at HMPGA’s regular location at The Century House in Latham, NY. The event included a networking hour, dinner, and a presentation for a PDH credit. HMPGA hosts monthly in-person dinner meetings to give a place for local geologists and likeminded professionals to gather and share ideas, stories, knowledge, and connections. The evening talk was on “The Deglaciation of New England and its Relation to Climate and Correlation to Glacial Events in New York”, presented by Jack Ridge, PhD, from the Department of Earth and Climate Sciences at Tufts University in Medford, MA.
NYSCPG - April 13, 2023, Geology Rocks Concert - This was the 3rd Annual Geology Rocks Concert, located at The Coliseum in White Plains, NY. The event is designed as a networking fundraiser to support the endeavors of the NYSCPG on behalf of the Profession. There was a live band, food, and beverages, and plenty of conversations and socializing.

LIAPG - June 15, 2023, Dinner Event - This event was held at the Wind Watch Golf & Country Club, in Hauppauge, NY. LIAPG is back to hosting quarterly in-person meetings, and continuing with online webinars for PDH credits. After a social hour and dinner, the evening talk (approved for 1 PDH) was titled “Geohazard Modeling for Asset Management and Maintenance” presented by Dave Brogan, PE, a geotechnical engineer with GeoStabilization International. Dave discussed hazard-based risk assessment and innovative technologies that are being used in a rural Vermont town that is trying to manage landslide risks along critical roadways.

HMPGA - June 21, 2023, Summer Outing - A tour was held at the Cave House Museum of Mining and Geology in Howes Cave, NY, and was approved for 2 PDH credits. We split into three groups, and our group started with a discussion of the history and geology of the cave and local mining, moved into a tour of the cave, and ended with a discussion of the rocks displayed in the rock garden. As you can see in the photos, the weather was
near perfect. If this sounds fun to you, you should check out the 2023 Open House Schedule at the Cave House Museum of Mining and Geology. The final Open House date for this summer is September 10th with a discussion on blasting over the years. After the tour, there was a social event in Schenectady, that I was not able to attend.

We have a few exciting events planned for the fall, in addition to the Webinars in September and November 2023. The 60th National AIPG meeting is on September 15th to 19th, in Covington, KY, this should be a fun celebration of the geological profession. NE-AIPG will join forces with the Central New York Association of Professional Geologists (CNYAPG) in Syracuse, NY, on October 6th for a Geology Field Day. This event will be a day of demonstrations showcasing various instruments and methods. We also plan to participate with NYSCPG in aspects of the Geology Days conference in November (See Page 30).

Hopefully, you able to join us at an upcoming event, or decide that you want to join a committee and become involved in planning events, or outreach to students or professionals. We still have room on the ExCom if you want to get more involved. Contact us at info@ne-aipg.org if you want more information. Watch your emails for upcoming events and announcements.

Enjoy the autumn, and I hope to see you soon!

Happy Fall,
Kelly Weyer
NE/AIPG President

(End)
The 38th Annual Angelo Tagliacozzo Memorial Geological Scholarship (ATMGS) season is almost underway. By the time you read this, we will have reviewed and edited the application forms, contact lists, and created the announcements for the ATMGS 2023-2024 season!

In early September 2023, the Application will open online and Announcements will be sent to colleges and universities in the eight states included within the NE Section of AIPG. The online application will close in early December 2023. The Scholarship Committee will then review the applications and recommend awards for approval by the NE/AIPG Executive Committee.

The final awards will be announced in March 2024. For more information on the ATMGS, please visit the Section’s website (www.ne-aipg.org) and see Pages 79-80 in this newsletter, or contact us at neaipg.atscholarship2@gmail.com with any questions.

If you have not donated to the scholarship fund this year, we encourage you to do so to ensure we can continue to provide substantial awards to promising Geologists and support the continued success of the profession. You can donate using the form on Pages 79 and 80, or on the NE-AIPG website at https://ne-aipg.org. Thank you to everyone who has and continues to support the ATMGS program!
NE-AIPG PRESENTS
A FUNDRAISING
ONLINE WEBINAR
~ Tuesday, September 26th, 2023 ~
5:30-7:00pm

Join us for a Talk Titled:
Tectonic Significance of Structural Analysis and Metabasalt Geochemical Data of Pre-Devonian Rocks in Northern Maine
Presented by: Dr. Adam Schoonmaker, PhD

Dr. Schoonmaker is a professor of Geology at Utica University since 2007. He was trained in Appalachian geology at Fudam College (BA), University of Vermont (M.Sc.), and the University at Albany (Ph.D.). He has studied the structure and stratigraphy of deformed rocks of the foreland and foreland-hinterland transition of the Green Mountains of northern Vermont and Southern Quebec, the coastal metasedimentary Ordovician sequences of southern Maine, Cambro-Ordovician inliers of northern Maine, and Jurassic ophiolite sections of southwest Oregon. His current research addresses the tectonic history of Cambrian and Ordovician marine sections on Northern Maine using structural analysis and the trace element chemistry of mafic volcanics.

A Sneak Peak into the Talk:
Trace element geochemical analysis of the Avery Brook Formation, as well as knockers in the Hurd Mountain Formation indicates that they have both MORB and volcanic arc affinities. Similar geochemical signatures are found in ridge subduction and back-arc basin tectonic settings. Recently reported data from coeval rocks east of strike include Laurentian-derived detrital zircons. Collectively, this suggests that the Caucomgomoc Lake inlier represents the formation of a back-arc basin and its subsequent closure along an east-dipping subduction zone.

Learner objectives:
- Understanding how trace element geochemistry can be used to infer origin of rocks.
- Understanding how microstructures can be used to determine kinematics of past orogenic events.

Registration Opening Soon!!!

| AIPG MEMBERS – TICKET, NO PDH | $20 |
| AIPG MEMBERS – TICKET WITH PDH | $30 |
| NON-AIPG MEMBERS – TICKET, NO PDH | $25 |
| NON-AIPG MEMBERS – TICKET WITH PDH | $40 |

The proceeds from this event will go to the Angelo Tagliacozzo Memorial Geological Scholarship Fund.
- help us continue the ability to give impactful Awards to future professional geologists.

For more information and to register — visit https://NE-aipg.org. Contact Kelly Weyer at info@ne-aipg.org with questions.
NE-AIPG held the 2023 Spring Meeting in NY, on April 19th, in collaboration with Hudson-Mohawk Professional Geologists Association’s (HMPGA) Annual Student Exposition.

This was a two-part event, with an afternoon field trip to Pallette Stone Saratoga Quarry & Plant in Saratoga Springs, followed by a meeting at The Century House in Latham that included a networking hour, dinner, and a presentation.

Since this meeting was in conjunction with HMPGA’s Annual Student Exposition, invitations were sent to several colleges and universities within an approximately 2-hour drive from Latham, NY. Students were encouraged to participate in the field trip and meeting, with a special call for students interested in presenting research in a poster session concurrent with the networking hour.

Before the field trip to Pallette Stone’s Saratoga Quarry & Plant, the participants met at an offsite location to carpool to the quarry, in an
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Comprehensive air, water and soil analyses with unmatched PFAS expertise.

Local Laboratories and Client Service Facilities
New York
Queens, Islandia, Nyack
Connecticut
Stratford, Newtown
New Jersey
Prospect Park, Toms River

(800) 306-YORK
(203) 325-1371
clientservices@yorklab.com
www.yorklab.com
For Drinking Water Testing:
You Need to Know
What's in Your H2O
YorkLabWaterTest.com
Anyone may provide written, descriptive nominations of candidates (and of their contributions to NE/AIPG) for the Slayback Award, by CONFIDENTIALLY submitting the nomination in writing to any one of the previous recipients (Dick Young, Dennis McGrath, Dan St. Germain, Tom West, Curt Kraemer, Bob Blauvelt, and Jeff Frederick).

The concept of the Russell G. Slayback Award is to provide: "Honor and Recognition of Exemplary Service, Above and Beyond, To the Northeast Section of AIPG." Thus, the Slayback Award is intended to be presented on those rare occasions when truly landmark, exemplary service has been given to the Northeast Section of AIPG for a protracted period of time by an AIPG Certified Professional Geologist who is a Member of the Northeast Section. "On those rare occasions" is the operative phrase, as the Slayback Award was never intended to be "presented annually." Confidentiality, to maintain the element of surprise in honoring the Recipient and his/her long service, is a cornerstone concept of the Slayback Awards.

Selection of Awardees is made by the previous recipients, in confidential discussions with the NE/AIPG Section President. Individual Members of the ExCom may be consulted for their input on a confidential basis. Confidentiality, to maintain the element of surprise in honoring the Recipient(s) and his/her/their long service, is a cornerstone concept of the Slayback Award.

Additionally, given that Russ was committed to helping/mentoring young Geologists and was a long-time, devoted proponent of the Northeast Section's Angelo Tagliacozzo Memorial Geological Scholarship Trust Fund, Donations In Memory and Honor of Russ Slayback may be made to the NE/AIPG Geological Scholarship Perpetual Trust Fund and should be written to: Angelo Tagliacozzo Memorial Geological Scholarship Trust Fund, and mailed to: NE/AIPG Geological Scholarship Trust Fund c/o Scott Hulseapple 679 Plank Rd, Clifton Park, NY 12065

Alternatively, you can make your Contribution, RIGHT NOW, ONLINE, by going to https://neaipg.org/ and clicking "Donation To Scholarship Fund" (under Quick Links" on the home page). All Contributions to the Scholarship Trust Fund are invested, perpetually, with earnings thereon used solely for the Scholarship. NE/AIPG bears all costs of administration. Please ask your employer about matching your tax-free contribution and about additional corporate contributions.

For further information, contact Kelly Weyer: neaipg.atscholarship2@gmail.com
attempt to limit our impact on the operations of the day. This also gave 
us a chance to don the safety gear, including sturdy shoes, safety 
glasses, high-vis vests, and hardhats, which was required since this was 
an active facility.

The Pallette Stone quarry produces stone, sand, concrete, and asphalt. They also have an onsite lab for material testing and quality control. The tour started with a safety briefing and discussion about the quarry and plant operations before heading to overlook the active quarry and get an up-close look at an outcrop along a service road. After our discussion on the operations and geologic formations of the quarry, we stopped for a discussion on the asphalt production, and then gathered in the lab for a discussion on the tests conducted and the products produced. At the conclusion of the lab discussion, we carpooled back to our vehicles, and most of us continued to Latham for the dinner meeting.

NE-AIPG and HMPGA held board meetings before the networking and student research poster hour. After socializing and having dinner, we were presented with a talk titled “Geophysics and Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE) How to Find, Map, and Manage What You Want to Hit or Miss Before Digging, Drilling, Or Building” presented by Felicia Bechtel, MSc, PG from RETTEW Field Services, Inc.

On May 5th and 6th, the Northeast Section of AIPG joined several surrounding Sections for a Regional Meeting in Pennsylvania. This two-day event focused on mineral resources in PA, and included an afternoon of talks on May 5th, and a regional field trip on May 6th. The PA Geological Survey let us use their facilities for our conference on May 5th, and as a meeting place for the field trip on May 6th.

Special thanks to the local PA Section of AIPG
for arranging most of the speakers and field trip stops. Thank you to the Sponsors for the event, which helped to keep costs down for participants, and gave the companies an opportunity to highlight available services that might be needed on a future project of a participant.

Topics for the talks on May 5th included an update on the PA Geological Survey, discussion on waste coal to energy, an update on the Marcellus Shale Operations, an update on mine drainage regulations, and an example site from the PA Bureau of Abandoned Mine Reclamation.

For the field trip on May 6th, we gathered at the PA Geological Survey in the morning and loaded onto a bus, while some chose to follow in personal vehicles. There were three main stops on the trip, to include the Locust Point Quarry, the Centralia Mine Fire, and a landslide reclamation site. At the Locust Point Quarry, we toured the operations from the bus, and discussed the geology of the quarry with the aid of sketches on a dry erase board.

We stopped in Centralia for lunch, and to discuss the underground mine fire that started in 1962. Smoke and heat from the underground fire could be seen and felt when the pipe of a borehole was opened. There are monitoring boreholes and vent pipes located throughout the region

The final stop was the site of a failed slope in a Home Depot parking lot, where we had a discussion on landslide reclamation.
Your business objectives are our top priority. We deliver information on time so you avoid delays, surprises and costly mistakes down the road. For projects large and small, single- or multi-site, you can rely on consistent results nationwide.
GEOSPHERE
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT INC.

New Hampshire
Massachusetts
(603)-773-0075
(888)-838-6571
WWW.GEOSPHERENH.COM

Groundwater Supply
Site Assessments
LSP Services
Geothermal
Wetlands

Professional Consultants Providing
Groundwater & Environmental Solutions

McLane Environmental, LLC

Providing ground water consulting services to clients nationwide, including:

- industrial corporations,
- law firms,
- municipalities,
- DOD, DOE, and others.

Specializing in ground water modeling, chemical fate and transport, well field optimization, and litigation support services.

Visit our web site at
WWW.McLANEEnv.com
E-mail: info@McLANEEnv.com

707 Alexander Road, Suite 206
Princeton, NJ 08540
Ph. 609.987.1400  Fax 609.987.8488
TRC ENVIRONMENTAL CORP
41 Spring Street, Suite 102
New Providence, NJ 07974
908-988-1700 Fax 908-464-3712

- Ground Water Investigation and Remediation
- Soil Investigation and Remediation
- Ground Water Supply Development
- Underground Storage Tank Investigation
- ISRA Compliance
- Environmental Site Inspection and Audits
- Brownfields Investigation and Permits
- Litigation Support and Expert Testimony

Employment opportunities available for Geologists and Engineers at all levels
Visit: TRC Companies.com
To View All Current Job Opportunities

45 YEARS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS IN NEW JERSEY

GEI provides geotechnical, environmental, water resources and ecological consulting and engineering services. We provide these services from planning and design through construction and operations. Our clients include government agencies, institutions, industries, developers, utilities and professional service firms.
DEFINING INNOVATION
WITH SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS

Site Investigation and Remediation
Geotechnical/Earth Sciences
Sustainability
Brownfields Characterization and Redevelopment
Dams and Hydraulics
Environmental Infrastructure
Architecture
Civil
Transportation
Water/Wastewater
Structural
GIS/Information Technology
Construction Management/Design-Build

James M. Barish, CPG, LSRP  ■  Phone: (609) 584-9599  ■  Cell: (609) 385-5899
jbarish@gfnet.com  ■  More than 55 offices worldwide
Suite 203, 3575 Quakerbridge Road, Hamilton, NJ 08619

Providing Full Service Engineering, Planning and
Construction Expertise to Our Clients for Over 50 Years

Imagine
What We Can Do for You!

www.chacompanies.com
800.836.0817
The New York State Council of Professional Geologists Presents

GEOLOGY DAYS
CONFERENCE 2023

Saratoga Springs, NY
November 13th - 15th

The Second Annual Geology Days Conference will be held this November in Saratoga Springs, NY

Projected Conference Schedule

November 13th, 2023
Membership Meeting 2:00 pm-4:00 pm
Ice-Breaker 6:00 pm-8:00 pm

November 14th, 2023
Technical Presentations 8:00 am-5:00 pm
Field Trips TBD
Keynote Dinner 6:00 pm-8:00 pm

November 15th, 2023
Technical Presentations 8:00 am-5:00 pm
Field Trips TBD

Registration will be open June 1st
Abstracts are still being accepted until May 1st

For questions or submissions, Email John Nadeau at Jnadeau@nyscpg.com, or call 518-579-6580

(Geology Days continued on page 31)
Introduction
The New York State Council of Professional Geologists is pleased to share the following information regarding the Second Annual Geology Days Conference. The event will take place at the Holiday Inn in Saratoga Springs from November 13-15. Information regarding the specifics of the conference can be found in this Announcement and any future updates can be found on the Geology Days page of the website www.nyscpg.com. Approved conference presentations will provide continuing education (PDH) credit for Design Professionals (geologist, engineers, etc.) for New York. NYSCPG intends to offer PDH credits for LSP/LEP/LSRP (MA/CT/NJ).

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

Monday, November 13
2:00 pm-4:00 pm
Annual Member Meeting
Ice Breaker Reception
6:00 pm-8:00 pm

Tuesday, November 14
7:00 am-8:00 am
Breakfast
8:00 am-5:00 pm
Paper Presentations
6:00 pm-8:00 pm
Optional Dinner Presentation
Field Trips (TBD)

Wednesday, November 15
7:00 am-8:00 am
Breakfast
8:00 am-5:00 pm
Paper Presentations
Field Trips (TBD)

Annual Membership Meeting
Please join the NYSCPG Board of Directors for the Annual Membership meeting from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm on Monday, November 13. Discussions will include the current state of the organization and the profession in New York, where the organization plans on improvements for the near future, and how you can help. Members and potential members are encouraged to attend.

Geology Days 2023 Sponsorships
Sponsorships assist in hosting conferences, keep conference fees affordable. Both members and non-members may be sponsors. NYSCPG’s 2023 sponsorship information is available online at NYSCPG.com, or you may contact John Nadeau at jnadeau@nyscpg.com for more information.

Thank you to our 2023 Sponsors:

Diamond Sponsor - Opportunities Available
Platinum Sponsor - Opportunities Available
Gold Sponsor - AECOM | Alpha Geoscience | Langan Engineering
Silver Sponsor - LIAPG
Bronze Sponsor - Alpha Analytical | GEI Consultants | GHD | Hager-Richter Geoscience | Midwest Geosciences Group | White Oak Environmental | York Analytical Laboratories, Inc.
Lunch Sponsor - Opportunities Available
Break Sponsor - AKRF, Inc | C.T. Male Associates | WNY Geological Services, PLLC
Building communities.
Improving our infrastructure.

Creating new possibilities with clients.

- Property development and brownfields reuse
- Remedial investigations, design and construction
- Environmental, health and safety management
- Energy facility and linear utilities development
- Underground construction risk management
- Sustainable design enhancement

25 Offices Nationwide • T. 617.886.7400 • HaleyAldrich.com

Lincoln
Applied Geology, Inc.
Environmental Consultants

Steve Revell, CPG
President
Senior Hydrogeologist
Email: srevell@lagvt.com

163 Revell Drive
Lincoln, VT 05443
(802) 453-4384
FAX (802) 453-5399

Richter Geology PLLC

Dorothy Richter, P.G.
(NH, NY, PA, NC, KY, IL, MN)
President

603 231-7845
dorothy.richter@outlook.com
richtergeology.com
PVE
“Realize Your Vision”

- Assessment & Remediation Services
- Vapor Intrusion Evaluations
- Brine Disposal Wells
- Reservoir Evaluation and Gas Storage Facilities
- GIS Services

Contact us today to learn how we can help with your next project!

Environmental • Civil Engineering • Structure Design
Landscape Architecture • Land Planning • Municipal • Energy • Survey

(845) 454-2544 | www.PVE-llc.com | info@PVE-llc.com

HAGER-RICHTER

Geophysics for the Engineering Community
National Reputation | Nationwide Practice
Take a Closer Look. You’ll Like What You See.

www.hager-richter.com

Main Office
8 Industrial Way—D10
Salem, New Hampshire 03079
T: 603-893-9944

NY / NJ Office
846 Main Street
Fords, New Jersey 08863
T: 732-661-0555

dba HR Geological Services in New York
Solutions to complex challenges

A continually shifting world makes any engineering design solution difficult, often overwhelming. We help you overcome these challenges.

First, we start with you – defining true value and a successful outcome. With a deep understanding of the nexus between regulatory, technological and environmental drivers, we deliver certainty on cost-effective projects and programs that meet and exceed your goals.

Together we can do a world of good.

www.arcadis-us.com

Two Huntington Quadrangle Suite 1S10 Melville, NY 11747 631 249 7600

Imagine the result
FPM Remediations, Inc.
An Olgoonik Company

- Self-Perform Investigation/Remediation Activities at Sites Impacted by Environmental Contaminants and Munitions
- Specialize in Performance-Based Contracting
- Certified/Licensed Engineers, Geologists, Scientists, Geophysicists, and Unexploded Ordnance Experts
- 20+ Years of DoD Experience
- DoD Advanced Geophysical Classification Accreditation Program (DAGCAP) Certified

FIND OUT MORE AT: WWW.FPM-REMEDICATIONS.COM

Layne Christensen’s well-trained field crews and experienced staff work with clients to:
- Develop new water sources
- Rehabilitate existing wells, through either chemical or mechanical processes
- Provide pump service (new sales, repairs and installation)

Layne Christensen’s professional engineers can assist in determining an appropriate treatment technology. We then fabricate systems scaled to each client’s requirements.

Experienced • Equipped • Committed
... Since 1882

New England • (978) 937-2242
New York • (518) 295-8288
Long Island • (631) 218-0749
Bill Youngs, a semi-retired blaster, will entertain unwary visitors with a rip-roaring discussion of blasting over the years. Presentation from 2-3 P.M. The Cave House Museum will be open from Noon until 4 P.M.

As a nonprofit, NYS-chartered educational institution, the Cave House Museum promotes an understanding of the importance geology and mining plays in our lives.

Admission is free. Donations are always welcome. Books by local authors, postcards, artwork, ball caps, a limited jewelry selection and minerals are available for sale in the Museum Store.

The Cave House Museum invites the Community to bring their rocks, minerals and fossils to the Museum to see if our geologists can correctly identify them.

Guides will be available for tours of the Cave House Museum, the original entrance to Howes Cave, the Isachsen Rock Garden and the Outcrop.


COME AND ENJOY OUR LAST OPEN HOUSE AND CAVE TOURS PRIOR TO BAT HIBERNATION SEASON!

THE CAVE HOUSE MUSEUM OF MINING & GEOLOGY
136 BLOWING ROCK ROAD, HOWES CAVE, NY 12092
VISIT US ON FACEBOOK: @CAVEHOUSE
SEE US ON INSTAGRAM: @CAVEHOUSEMUSEUM
Tectonic

Practical Solutions. Exciting Ideas.

www.tectonicengineering.com
800.829.6531
NY. NJ. CT. PA.

- NJ Licensed Site Remediation Professional (LSRP) Services
- Phase I/Phase II Environmental Site Assessments
- Industrial Site Recovery Act Services
- Tank Closures & Spill Investigations
- Vapor Intrusion Studies & Mitigation
- Remedial Design of Contaminated Soil/groundwater
- Terrestrial Ecological Evaluations
- Mold, Asbestos & Lead Management
- Subsurface Investigations & Geotechnical Engineering
- Geotechnical Instrumentation & Monitoring
- Vibration & Noise Monitoring
- Retaining Wall & Excavation Support Systems Design

HGI
HAGER GEOSCIENCE, INC.

Innovative solutions to Subsurface Problems

Almost 30 Years of Geophysical Consulting Services for Engineering, Environmental, and Infrastructure Projects

PH +1-781-935-8111
hgi@hagergeoscience.com
Jutta Hager, Ph.D., P.G., President
jhager@hagergeoscience.com
March 2023 MEETING MINUTES NE SECTION – AIPG
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
Monday, March 6, 2023

Kelly Weyer*    Michael Grifasi*
Jeff Frederick  Trevor Gowan*
Laurie Scheuing* Chris Brown*
Dennis McGrath  Faith Renner*

Bob Blauvelt    Jennifer Rhee*
Kim Burger      Scott Hulseapple*
Scott Tucker*   Mitchell Ward*    *Voting Ex-Com Members

Called to order at 4:03 pm
Welcome Statements, Announcements, and Rollcall

Secretary’s Report (Minutes):
♦ Review and approve January Ex-Com Meeting Minutes. MG moved to approve, Jen Seconded. Vote to approve January minutes passed.
♦ Mitch to send final January 2023 meeting minutes to Dick, Kim, and Kelly by 3/17/23.

Treasurer’s Report
♦ January and February Section and Angelo Fund reports.
♦ Scott H to investigate opening Venmo account to facilitate Section donations.
♦ Scott H has submitted tax forms to National for 2022.
  ♦ Checks to be received in April 2023.

Reports from Committees
♦ Scholarship Committee Chair gives update
  ♦ Award recommendations are in and will be voted on later in the meeting.
  ♦ Discussion amongst committee: noticed change in content of education (more environmental and climate focus). Plan to review course verification process.
♦ PDH Webinars Committee
  ♦ March, (April/May Spring/Regional meetings), June, August, (Oct., Fall Meeting), November.
  ♦ Looking for presenters for 1 hour presentations (45 mins + questions); non-undergrad presenter.
  ♦ Adam Shoemaker is a tentative volunteer presenter for March.
  ♦ Avoid advertising PDH webinars as "PDHs pending" by securing PDHs prior to posting ad.
♦ Spring/Fall Meetings Committee
  ♦ Spring Section Meeting w/Poster Session: Wednesday, April 19th, Albany NY area.

(Minutes continued on page 40)
property transfer site assessments

groundwater development, management, protection, permitting

UST closures and investigations

litigation support

Carol S. Graff, CPG-06429
109 Renfrew Avenue
Trenton, NJ 08618-3335

Phone: 609-393-4442
FAX: 609-393-5999
E-mail: cgraff5297@aol.com

Www.conetec.com
HMPGA joint meeting at Latham NY: Happy hour at 5, dinner at 6, presentation at 8.
Field trip – local Quarry?? Investigate Pellet Stone Quarry or other candidates.
Request contributions to inviting students and field trip ideas
Regional Spring Meeting Friday-Saturday, May 5-6 – Harrisburg PA area.
Fall-Meeting – possible joint meeting with field demonstrations?
Oct 6th or 13th at Parratt Wolff yard for 6 PDH with CNYAPG
Nominating Committee
Nominations to President around July 20. Ballot to Members around August 20. Announcement at October Membership Meeting. Committee Chair - Develop Ballot.
Looking for ExCom At-Large members and VP position.
Adam Kaiser prospective At-Large member
Student Outreach/Mentoring
Meeting with New Paltz Student Section on Friday - discuss student engagement activities. Looking for new sponsor for New Paltz Student chapter
Publications
Newsletter – Materials for the Spring Newsletter are due to the editor next Friday 3/17/23. Publish date 4/17/23.
Advertising Sales Update & Income
Updates will be made to Advertisers section of the Website.
Correspondence
Beware of spammers and scammers
Mike Grifasi on the committee for Geology Days
Other Correspondence?
Old Business
Transfer of Treasurer duties.
A Resolution to allow Kelly Weyer (President) to open the accounts and to make Scott Hulseapple (Treasurer) a signatory on Section and Angelo accounts passed via email vote with unanimous votes and 2 abstentions (Kelly and Scott H.), and was notarized by Mitchell Ward (Secretary).
New bank accounts were opened, and funds will be moved from the old accounts and those accounts will be closed.
Proposed Schedule passed as presented via email vote.
2023 Budget was adopted last meeting as a financial guide. Each expense will be reviewed/approved as needed.
New Business
2023 Angelo Tagliacozzo Memorial Geological Scholarship Award decisions.
Committee presents Award suggestion to the Executive Committee; Ex-Com discusses the amount to award.
Motion passed to contribute $25,000 of scholarships ($16,000 from the section
19 YEARS
Celebrating our 19th year of unprecedented success returning environmentally compromised properties to their highest and best use.

Contact Derek Pizarro (610-517-8242, dpizarro@astenv.com) to learn if the RPI Group Approach to in-situ remediation is an option for your site.
Celebrating 60 years of professional geoscientists exchanging information and technology in the many facets of geoscience.

September 16-19, 2023 | Covington, Kentucky

Maine Test Borings
18 Mack Lane
Hermon, ME 04401

Jon Rudnicki
Ph: (207) 848-7041
Ph: (800) 698-9142
Cell: (207) 659-1749
Fx: (207) 848-7042
www.mainetest.com
jon@mainetest.com
SOME AIPG THINGS YOU CAN DO

What’s going on out there? Let your colleagues know what you are working on, your new position, or a new company.

Simply e-mail a paragraph or more to: kburger@rouxinc.com

Become active in your section. Attend one of our meetings.
For details, simply e-mail info@ne-aipg.org

Join our Executive Committee. We always have openings for creative, committed Geologists wanting to make a difference, and not much is asked of your time. Think about putting it on your resume!

For more info, simply e-mail info@ne-aipg.org
GeoVISION™ BOREHOLE VIDEO CAMERA SYSTEMS

Hand Reel to 1000 Feet, Electric Winch to 2000 Feet Joystick-Controlled Pan Tilt or Dual View Cameras

Bore Diameters From 1-Inch To Mine Shafts

sales@alleghenyinstruments.com 800-255-1353
ttllc@sbcglobal.net 802-626-5302

www.alleghenyinstruments.com

Serving Southern New England and Eastern New York

Connecticut Test Borings LLC

Geotechnical and Environmental Drilling

- Hollow Stem Auger Drilling
- Soil Sampling - Rock Coring
- Monitor Well Installations
- Direct Push (Geoprobe®) Sampling

www.connecticuttestborings.com • 203-888-3857 • fax 203-888-0655 • ctblc@sbcglobal.net
SOIL MECHANICS
DRILLING CORP.

3770 MERRICK ROAD • SEAFORD, L.I., NEW YORK 11783
(516) 221-2333

Test Borings

3770 Merrick Road
Seaford, New York 11783
Phone (516) 221-7500
Fax (516) 221-0254

Environmental Site Assessments
Geoprobe Environmental Sampling
Inspection-Testing-Drilling

Carl Vernick P.E.
President
THE TRUSTED LEADER IN
ENVIRONMENTAL DRILLING
SERVICES

Since 1985, SGS has helped set the standards of excellence in our industry.
SGS is the world’s leading inspection, verification, testing and certification company.

SGS ENVIRONMENTAL DRILLING
Brian McGuire, General Manager
t: +1 800 962 7327
us.envdrilling@sgs.com
www.us.sgs.com/drilling

Fast & Accurate Surface and Borehole Geophysics

Acoustic & Optical TelevIEWer Logging
Borehole Video & Geophysical Logging
Multi-Electrode Resistivity Imaging
Seismic Refraction & Reflection Radar, Magnetics, EM & VLF

Geophysical Applications
Holliston, MA • 508-429-2430

Ask about our geophysical instrument rentals
ZEBRA Environmental Corp.
Providing Subsurface Sampling, Injection and Data Collection for Environmental Professionals Since 1992

ZEBRA Offsets The Widest Range of Direct Sensing Services:

ZEBRA provides the widest range of Geoprobe/DPT services anywhere, including a toolbox full of Injection and Direct Sensing systems. ZEBRA is now offering UVOST services along with EC, MIP, MiHPT, CPT, MIP/CPT. With our new strategic partnership with TRIAD Environmental Solutions, Inc. (TriadES) we are able to offer our clients a fully coordinated team of professionals. We have you covered from direct sensing to quantitative on-site laboratory analysis with DPT operators experienced in completing High Resolution Sites Characterization (HRSC) projects.
Your FULL COLOR half-page advertisement could be right here!

Contact Advertising Manager Richard Young at ryoungnj@aol.com

SOIL TESTING, INC.

- Test Boring - Core Drilling
- Monitoring Wells
- Micro Piles
- Helical Piers

53 Years of Drilling Services

140 Oxford Road, Oxford, CT 06478

1-800-388-4473  (203) 888-4531  fax (203) 888-6247
AARCO Environmental Services Corp.
is a premier full service environmental contracting company. Our expertise includes a wide variety of drilling services:

   Environmental Drilling, Geotechnical Drilling
   Hollow Stem Auger, SONIC Drilling, Air
   Rotary Drilling, Mud Rotary Drilling, Well
   Installation, Well Decomissioning, Chemical
   Injection, Direct Push, Remote Access,
   Truck and Track mounted rigs.

AARCO Environmental Services Corp.
50 Gear Avenue, Lindenhurst, NY 11757
Ph: (631) 586-5900  Fx: (631) 586-5910
www.aarcoenvironmental.com

NY & NJ Licensed
What is AIPG’s Mission?
The mission of the Institute shall include:

- Advancing the geological sciences and the profession of geology;
- Establishing qualifications for professional geologists;
- Certifying the qualifications of specific individual member geologists to the public;
- Promoting high standards of ethical conduct among its members and adjuncts and within the profession of geology; and
- Representing and advocating for, the geological profession before the government and the general public.

Want to reach more than 800 clients?
Then ADVERTISE!

Contact Dick Young 973-335-2289 or email RYoungNJ@aol.com to get your company’s advertisement in the newsletter.

We offer all size ads from full page to business card size and full color to black-and-white.
It’s a fact that climate change is driving sea levels upwards. Currently, sea level rise (SLR) is a result of increasing global temperatures, which causes thermal expansion of water and intensified melting rates of ice sheets, adding water to the oceans. Climate change is also increasing coastal storm frequency and the associated wave heights and wind speeds. Coastal vulnerability rates, determined by assessments quantifying coastal hazards and exposure levels, have rapidly increased. Islands, in particular, are facing the impacts of sea level rise (SLR) in an exceptionally acute form. The decline in physical coastal resiliency parallels a loss of human resiliency in waterfront areas.

With increased rates of flooding and storm events, important infrastructure will be damaged or lost. These natural hazards bring added harm, including saltwater intrusion, affecting drinking water and agricultural land, sometimes far into the uplands. Beyond the physical

“The coastal area may have cultural significance that future generations will grow up not knowing, and practices may be left behind with the land.”
losses, societal losses can be attributed to climate change. When an area becomes uninhabitable, individuals and families are forced to move from what they know. The coastal area may have cultural significance that future generations will grow up not knowing, and practices may be left behind with the land. This forced abandonment can lead to a decline in psychological and physical health associated with increased levels of stress.

I have been granted the opportunity to explore the long-term consequences of climate change-induced SLR on geologic features, society, and the economy in affected communities through the Thomas J. Watson Fellowship. This fellowship is a one-year grant for purposeful, independent exploration outside the United States, awarded to graduating seniors nominated by one of 41 partner institutions. The flexible design of the year allows each fellow to put together the pieces of themselves on their own terms. I will be challenged to forge new relationships in the world and take risks I would have never thought possible.

During the year abroad, I would like to address two main goals. The first is to learn about the geology of various coastal environments, from dune complexes to waterfront agricultural farms. Each environment has different conditions, vulnerability thresholds, and functions, so understanding their roles in the global ecosystem would provide a crucial background to the SLR conversation. I do not want to limit my experience to solely oceanside environments and plan to visit river deltas and estuaries, as these are
GET TO THE SOURCE...
THE FIRST TIME!

with Horizontal Remediation Wells

Some of the benefits:
- No business interruption during installation
- Maximum exposure to contaminants
- Cost efficient
- Reduced maintenance equipment, and operations cost.

And a few of the applications are:
- Horizontal Air Sparging
- Horizontal Soil Vapor Extraction
- Horizontal Bio Remediation
- Horizontal Soil Sampling
- Chemical Oxidation
- And many more...

203.294.9200

www.directionaltech.com | Email: ksequino@directionaltech.com
fund, $2,800 from the Angelo checking account, and $6,200 from the Angelo fund).

♦ Motion passed to adjourn the Executive Committee meeting at 5:55 pm.
♦ Motion passed to convene Board of Trustees meeting at 5:56 pm.
♦ Motion passed to contribute $25,000 of scholarships ($16,000 from the section fund, $2,800 from the Angelo checking account, and $6,200 from the Angelo fund).
♦ Motion passed to adjourn the Board of Trustees meeting at 5:58 pm.
♦ Motion passed to reconvene Executive Committee meeting at 5:59 pm.

Closing Statements and Final Thoughts
♦ Any last comments?
♦ Next ExCom meeting: Wednesday, April 19th, 2023, 4-5pm, ° Joint meeting with HMPGA, in-person (The Century House in Latham, NY) and online/phone.

Meeting adjourned at 6:01 pm.

April 2023 MEETING MINUTES NE SECTION – AIPG
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

Wednesday, April 19, 2023

Called to order at 4:03 pm

Welcome Statements, Announcements, and Rollcall
Secretary’s Report (Minutes):
♦ Review and approve March Ex-Com Meeting Minutes. Motion to finalize March minutes passed with 1 abstained.

Treasurer’s Report
♦ March Section and Angelo Fund reports.
  ♦ Angelo fund gently rising this quarter since approval.
  ♦ Discussion of what amount of award allows sustainable Angelo fund. Suggestion to incorporate maximum on total annual scholarships awarded.
♦ Update on bank account status.
  ♦ Considering a DBA, discussing with National.
  ♦ Chase is up and running. Small issue with name of new account triggering fraud flag. Checks to Chase need to be addressed to National to be directed to the

(Minutes continued on page 57)
account, until the issue is resolved.

- Any updates on investigating opening Venmo account to facilitate section donations. No updates.
- Update on ATMGS Payments
- Update on Dues payment from National.
  - Still waiting on dues from National. Scott to follow-up prior to dispensing scholarship (week of 4/24).

Reports from Committees

- Scholarship Committee Chair gives update
  - All applicants contacted. Recipients contacted to confirm their current address. Letters and emails sent to non-recipients. Awardees cannot reapply, but non-awardees can apply again in later years.
  - Look for Committee commitment in late May - early June. Have meeting to review application and process.
- PDH Webinars Committee
  - Speaker for March-April will move to later in the year due to unavailability.
  - Hoping to schedule the first presentation in late May – early June.
  - After the first one, try for June/July, August, November.
    - Discussion: timing of presentations. Rotating schedule for presentations. Potential for multiple showings of a presentation if people have conflicts with the scheduled time.
    - Scott Tucker exploring professors at Syracuse University.
  - Looking for presenters for 1-hour presentations (45 minutes + questions), preferably 4 this year.
  - Avoid advertising PDH webinars as "PDHs pending" by securing PDHs prior to posting ad.
- Spring/Fall Meetings Committee
  - Spring Section Meeting w/Poster Session: Wednesday, April 19th, Albany NY area. Find ways to get participation..
  - Regional Spring Meeting Friday-Saturday, May 5-6th – Harrisburg PA area.
    - Mineral Resources
    - Working with Harrisburg Area Geological Society (HAGS)
    - Pennsylvania Section is managing registration.
    - Discussion: Encourage NE AIPG Attendance. Encourage a bi-annual event.
  - Fall-Meeting –joint meeting with field demonstrations?
    - Oct 6th at Parratt Wolff yard for up to 6 PDH with CNYAPG; Field demonstration
- Nominating Committee
  - Nominations should be selected by July 20. Ballot to Members around August 20. Announcement at October Membership Meeting. Committee Chair - Develop Ballot.
  - Looking for Ex-Com At-Large members and VP position.
  - Adam Kaiser prospective At-Large member
- Student Outreach/Mentoring
  - New Paltz is back in contact. Need new Sponsor.
  - Research shows additional Student Chapters we should connect with:
Environmental laboratory solutions provided for your most demanding applications.

The 6th largest environmental testing laboratory in the United States and the largest privately family owned laboratory in the country with more than 50,000 square feet of state-of-the-art laboratory facilities offering:

- Air
- Sediment & Tissue
- Forensic Petroleum
- Regulatory Soil
- Regulatory Water
- Emerging Contaminants

For more information please contact us at 800-624-9220
info@alphalab.com
www.alphalab.com

Westborough, MA | Mansfield, MA | Brewer, ME | Portsmouth, NH
Mahwah, NJ | Albany, NY | Buffalo, NY | Rochester, NY | Syracuse, NY | Holmes, PA

(NOM continued on page 63)
Support Our Advertisers and Sponsors!

The Executive Committee reminds all our members to support the companies that advertise in this Newsletter and generously sponsor our meetings. Their support represents a major contribution that helps the Northeast Section continue its mission to promote the profession and build the cornerstone of our Section, the *Angelo Tagliacozzo Memorial Geological Scholarship Perpetual Trust Fund*. It is our advertisers and sponsors who make our Newsletter so successful and well-distributed, reaching more than 600 members across eight states.

Please let our advertisers and sponsors know you appreciate them by working with these companies whenever possible. Be sure to personally acknowledge their support when you speak with their representatives, and mention you saw their ad or sponsorship in our Newsletter.

*Thank you to all our advertisers and sponsors!*
GEOD OFFERS YOU:

Photogrammetric Mapping • GIS Base Mapping

Subsurface Utility
Mapping

Land & Engineering
Surveying

Construction Surveys

Laser Scanning

24 Kanouse Road, Newfoundland, NJ 07435
Telephone: 973-697-2122 Fax: 973-838-6433
Email: marketing@geodcorp.com
Website: www.geodcorp.com
Specializing Exclusively in
Land, Marine, and Borehole Geophysics

TECHNIQUES

Ground Penetrating Radar
Seismic Refraction/Reflection
Magnetics
Microgravity
Electromagnetics
Resistivity
Electrical Imaging
Spontaneous Potential
Multibeam Sonar

Metal Detection
Side Scan Sonar
Hydrography
Geoelectric Leak Detection
Induced Polarization
Sub-Bottom Profiling
X-Ray Fluorescence
Acoustic Leak Detection
Borehole Logging and Imaging

APPLICATIONS

Rock Depth/Rippability Mapping
UST / Drum Detection
Utility Detection / Tracing
Well/Water Supply Siting
Fracture Detection
Sinkhole Mapping
Ordnance Detection
Rebar and Cable Mapping
Grave Detection
Contaminant Plume Mapping
Landfill Liner Leak Mapping
Boring Location Clearance
Subgrade Washout / Void Mapping
Seafloor Mapping

Shipwreck Location
Seismic Hazard Studies
Hydrocarbon Detection
Seismic Site Classification
Bathymetric Surveys
Well Characterization
Well Construction Confirmation
Bridge Pier Scour Detection
Archeogeophysical Surveys
Septic System Delineation
Blast and Vibration Monitoring
Detection of Foundation Elements
Water Table Mapping
Buried Landfill Detection

7 REASONS TO USE ENVIROSCAN

Geophysics is our only product - so we really know what we're doing. We own all the gear for all techniques - so we use the right tools every time. Since we do only geophysics, we are not your competitor!

We have 4 licensed PGs on-staff managing or reviewing every project. We provide fully electronic / digital / GPS-based mapping and reporting. We provide one-stop shopping for land, marine, and borehole geophysics.

We are WBE - certified.

717-396-8922
1051 Columbia Avenue • Lancaster, PA 17603
www.enviroscan.com
also important coastal features for life. My second goal is to investigate how these natural changes have altered economics and society. Ideally, this investigation will extend beyond existing SLR impacts and will include learning about various adaptation strategies and how feasible they are within each country I visit. Establishing connections with those involved in mitigation planning conversations will be crucial to obtain a record of what the future holds for each country.

To reach these goals, I plan on communicating with researchers studying the coastline, climate change, or adaptation strategies from scientific, economic, and/or societal angles. These individuals range from professors at institutions to researchers at government facilities, and I will interact with them in the form of short internships, volunteer fieldwork, or comprehensive interviews. For a more social science perspective, I will engage with organizations and local communities through additional interviews and visits to coastal areas that have either been impacted or are establishing new adaptive measures.

Due to the global nature of climate change, I plan on traveling to several continents to get a wider grasp on what the future might look like for coastal communities. My current country list includes the United Kingdom, Argentina, Peru, Vietnam, Australia, the Netherlands, and Germany. These countries are all facing similar problems, but across varying coastal environments and have integrated different strategies to mitigate such issues. I will depart on August 1st and will not return to the U.S. until the following August 1st. If you know of anyone working or living in these countries, please send their contacts my way at levinsg@union.edu.

I cannot wait to embark on this once-in-a-lifetime journey!

(End)
Franklinite is named NJ’s official mineral

Philip DeVencentis
NorthJersey.com
USA TODAY NETWORK – NEW JERSEY

Franklinite, an ore found practically nowhere on Earth but in the rich zinc deposits of Sussex County, is the official mineral of New Jersey.

Gov. Phil Murphy has signed a bill to designate it as such, bringing pride to geologists and historians who have worked for years to achieve that recognition.

The mineral, discovered in 1839, contributed greatly to the economic progress of the state and especially to the growth of the railroad industry.

“By designating franklinite as the official state mineral,” Murphy said in a statement last week, “we celebrate yet another quintessentially Jersey piece of history.”

Legislators who sponsored the bill said franklinite is as unique to New Jersey as the Pine Barrens and that it is a “critical link” to the state’s mining heritage.

Jeffrey Hoffman, the state geologist, said the world’s largest accumulations of franklinite were found in the orebodies of the Franklin Mine and the Sterling Hill Mine in Ogdensburg, the latter of which was the last working mine in New Jersey when it ceased operations in March 1986.

It is exceedingly rare to find it anywhere else.

According to the Franklin-Ogdensburg Mineralogical Society Inc., the best-documented occurrences are those in Längban, Sweden.

William Kroth, the executive director and president of the Sterling Hill Mining Museum Inc., said the nonprofit looks forward to building on the recognition of franklinite in its outreach to visitors who tour the tunnels there each day.

The mineral can fetch thousands of dollars. For example, a "nearly perfect" specimen is for sale for $9,500 by a Texas-based gem dealer.

In June 1974, then-Gov. Brendan Byrne signed a bill to designate the honeybee as the state’s official bug. Lawmakers were urged to do so by students from an elementary school in Hamilton Township. Here is a short list of other things that are “quintessentially Jersey,” per the state’s website.

- The state bird is the eastern goldfinch.
- The state fish is the brook trout.
- The state microbe, used to create an antibiotic to treat tuberculosis, is called Streptomyces griseus.
- The state reptile is the bog turtle.
- The state tree is the red oak.
New Paltz State University of New York—founded in 2017
✦ Chapter Sponsors: Christopher Brown, CPG and Gordon Magenheim, CPG; Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Shafiul Chowdhury
✦ City University of New York at Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, New York—founded in 2018
✦ Chapter Sponsor: Jennifer Becker, MEM; Faculty Sponsor: Matthew Grab
✦ SUNY Geneseo (Geneseo, New York)—founded in 2015
✦ Chapter Sponsor: Dennis McGrath, CPG; Faculty Sponsor: Nicholas Warner
✦ Chapter sponsors needed. Sponsor facilitator between section and university. Annual meeting about geology careers. Discussion: Funding for sponsor events.
✦ Vassar potentially interested in a student chapter.

Publications
✦ Newsletter – 2023 Spring Newsletter was issued 4/19/2023.

Correspondence
✦ New Jersey Site Remediation Conference - (NJSRC) will be held on June 1-2, 2023, in New Brunswick, NJ.
✦ Support for Geology Days. Discussion: support relationship with NYSCPG.
✦ Other Correspondence?

Old Business
✦ Transfer of Treasurer duties.
✦ Old accounts were closed, and new accounts were opened.
✦ Bob and Arnie are still named on the account. Seeking remedy.
✦ ATMGS awards still need to be sent after funds are available.

New Business
✦ Focus on potential for reaching out to Student Chapters and developing experiences or mentorships.
✦ Volunteer to make list of past field trips for NL article.
✦ Discuss ISSUU Plan for NL archiving. $19/month ($228/year), look into access through Star Chapter.
✦ Look into Charity Navigator rating. It was brought to our attention that AIPG is not rated.
✦ Evaluate charities that are registered with the IRS under section 501 (c)(3) of the tax code and file the standard IRS Form 990. Confirm whether Angelo fund is listed.

Closing Statements and Final Thoughts
✦ Any last comments?
✦ National to pay dues mid-April. Not received yet.
✦ NYSCPG pursuing opening a scholarship. Follow-up about their plan, and if they would join with NE-AIPG.
✦ Next ExCom meeting: Tuesday, July 11, 2023, 4-5pm, Zoom.

Meeting adjourned at 5:23 pm.
We offer:

- Line Locating
- Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)
- Video Pipe Inspection (DVD supplied)
- Digital Mapping/Reports
- Fault Locating

We find buried:

- Electric and Communication cables
- Water and Gas lines
- Sewer and Drainage pipes
- Metallic/Non-metallic pipes
- Tanks
- Cesspools/Drywells
- Manhole Covers
- Valves
- Pull-Boxes/Splice Boxes

Short notice? No problem. Call us and we'll work with you.

We work on commercial, residential, industrial and government properties.

Our employees are professional, courteous and accommodating.

Visit our website www.x-raylocating.com and fill out our Mark-out Request Form.

Call or email us now for all your locating needs.
WATER AND MONITORING WELL DRILLING
ROTARY - AUGER-CORE-PROBE RIG
DOWN HOLE VIDEO INSPECTION SERVICES
HYDROFRACTURING & WELL REDEVELOPMENT
7 PUMP SERVICE TRUCKS AND INVENTORY OF 400 PUMPS

Dick Stothoff                               David Lyman
FAX: 908-782-9528                  Phone: 908-782-2116

80 Lupes Drive
Stratford, CT 06615

Tel (203) 377-9984
Fax (203) 377-9952
E-mail: rblake@cetlabs.com
www.cetlabs.com
HOW DO YOU ACCESS DIFFUSION LIMITED PORE-SPACE?

With **COMPLETE CONTROL** of injection **DIRECTION**, **RADIUS**, and **VELOCITY**.

From the grounds of Space Launch Complex 15 at Cape Canaveral, **BADGER INJECTION SOLUTIONS, LLC** is now servicing the Northeast with kinetically adjustable pore space dilation injection techniques to emplace your selected in-situ treatment amendment.

It’s all about **CONTACT**, and the Badger Technology **DELIVERS**.

- DAILY injection volumes average 2,500 GALLONS with injection rates of up to 35 GALLONS PER MINUTE
- TARGET SPECIFIC TREATMENT AREAS using a selection of nozzle arrays (360°, 270° or 180°) with a MINIMUM RADIUS OF 15-FEET
- VARIABLE INJECTION FLOW RATES - essential in allowing amendments to diffuse into limited pore spaces

Environmental Assessment & Remediations is the certified BADGER technology provider for the Northeast.

**Contact us NOW to coordinate your INJECTION SERVICES for 2016!**

(631) 447-6400 ext 153
allen@enviro-asmnt.com
badgerinjectionsolutions.com

http://www.badgerinjectionsolutions.com
Roux is excited and proud to announce that the Buffalo-based firm, Benchmark Civil/Environmental Engineering & Geology, PLLC and TurnKey Environmental Restoration, LLC (collectively called Benchmark TurnKey) have merged with Roux as of July 24, 2023.

Benchmark TurnKey was founded in 1998 and was majority owned by Tom Forbes (President of Benchmark) and Mike Lesakowski (President of TurnKey). Benchmark is a licensed professional engineering company that provides comprehensive civil and environmental engineering services. TurnKey is their associated firm that provides site investigation, remediation and infrastructure construction, and environmental and site management services.

Benchmark TurnKey, comprised of 35 personnel, is known to be a strong advocate for their clients’ business interests and projects. Many of their client relationships span over 25 years.

Tom Forbes, new Vice President at Roux, shared, "Mike and I are proud to be welcomed into a company that strongly values its clients and personnel in the same way we do, which shares our career-long passion for doing quality work that benefits the environment. We all look forward to our future with Roux!"

Roux has worked in Western New York for over 25 years on multi-year remediation projects, partnering with Benchmark TurnKey several times on projects—this ultimately led to a realization that combining firms and achieving a more substantial presence in Western New York would benefit all.

Sin Senh, CEO of Roux, stated, "This cultural alignment between our two firms just makes good business sense, allowing us to better service and expand our clients in Western New York, a geography currently experiencing a growth cycle with new opportunities in technology, manufacturing, and clean energy. I am excited to take this next step with them, and I know they will help us grow in the long term."

We look forward to serving and growing this valuable partnership. For more information about Roux, please visit our website. (End)
AWT Expands to the Midwest and Beyond

AWT Environmental Services announces a significant expansion into the Midwest with the opening of a subsidiary company, AWT North America. Located in Kansas City, KS, AWT North America provides a full suite of industrial and environmental services including tank cleaning & removal, pipeline repairs, railcar cleaning, plant maintenance and more.

“Launching AWT North America and opening our Kansas City office is a key component of our overall growth strategy,” states Peter Postorino, President of AWT Environmental Services. “The highly experienced professionals joining our team are well respected in the region’s industrial and environmental services industry. In addition to expanding our geographic footprint, we represent an attractive alternative with significant capabilities to support industrial and environmental industry customers. Our new office shares the same organizational culture, financial strength, and industry expertise as our headquarters in New Jersey.”

The AWT family of companies dates back to 1982 and provides services across the entire eastern portion of the US, with recent projects ranging from Wisconsin to Massachusetts to Louisiana to Florida. Adding AWT North America extends and strengthen their services range throughout the heartland of America.

“We are very excited to be a part of AWT’s expansion,” states Kallie Creighton, Regional Branch Manager of AWT North America. “It’s a perfect fit of like-minded management teams servicing long-term customer relationships that can now benefit from true turnkey industrial and environmental services. In fact, the NJ office’s extensive knowledge and experience in the remediation field allows us the opportunity to bid and perform work in the Midwest that we would have never been able to consider in the past.”

AWT pulls from a deep bench of skilled and experienced personnel. They focus on all types of in-situ or ex-situ remediation, industrial maintenance, ground water systems, vapor mitigation, drilling and waste disposal projects. The combination of talent and decades of experience in both geographic regions enables AWT to address growing environmental services needed in the Midwest while strengthening their industrial services capabilities in the Northeast. AWT reports having strong bonding and insurance programs and are approved in the various prequalification platforms such as ISNet and Avetta.

AWT can be contacted at 800-732-7701 in New Jersey and 877-522-2436 in Kansas. You can also learn more about their organization online at www.awtenv.com and www.awtna.com.

(End)
SAVE THE DATE!!!
OCTOBER 6, 2023
GEOLOGY FIELD DAY!!!

This coming fall, the Central New York Association of Professional Geologists and American Institute of Professional Geologists will be hosting a Geology Field day for Students and Professionals. This all day event will have presentations ranging from environmental drilling technology to aerial drone applications in the geosciences to environmental field sampling, and more!

For students there will be hands on activities and the opportunity to meet to local geoscience professionals from area employers, and talk to them about career and employment opportunities.

For Professional Geologists, Engineers and Land Surveyors, there will be presentations offering PDH credits.

More information coming soon!!!

Registration will open in early September

Cost
Early Registration
CNYAPG/AIPG Members - $100
Non-members - $130
Students - $20

Late Registration
CNYAPG/AIPG Members - $120
Non-members - $150
Students - $25

PDH certificate for 6 hours - $60

For general questions, please contact us at: info@cnyapg.org
And visit us at WWW.CNYAPG.ORG and join us on Facebook and LinkedIn
CNYAPG & NE-AIPG
Geology Field Day
October 6, 2023

SPONSORSHIPS DUE BY SEPTEMBER 15, 2023

Sponsorship Registration Form

To reserve your sponsorship, please contact Gould@gouldgaw.com. All event profits will be used in support of geologic education and outreach, scholarships, and other activities that benefit the geologic and geoscience community.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsorship Level</th>
<th>Sponsorship Details</th>
<th>Amount ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platinum Level Sponsor</td>
<td>Only 2 Available! Presentation: 5-minute sponsor presentation opportunity during lunch break. Advertisement: Company logo to be prominently displayed in marketing flyers and e-mails, includes one-time full-page, sponsor-supplied advertisement in NE-AIPG newsletter. Registration: One free event registration with sponsorship.</td>
<td>500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Level Sponsor</td>
<td>Only 2 Available! Advertisement: Company logo to be displayed in marketing materials and e-mails to participants. Includes one-time one half-page, sponsor-supplied advertisement in NE-AIPG newsletter. Registration: One free event registration with sponsorship.</td>
<td>350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Level Sponsor</td>
<td>Advertisement: Company logo to be displayed in marketing materials. Includes one-time business-card size, sponsor-supplied advertisement in NE-AIPG newsletter.</td>
<td>200.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Company/Organization Name

Name

Address

City / State / Zip

Phone    E-mail

☐ Check enclosed in the amount of $____________________payable to CNYAPG

Authorized Signature

Event date: Friday, October 6, 2023

Please mail your completed form and payment to:
Gerry Gould, PO Box 567, Dewitt, NY 13214
EnviroSite Corporation

Providing Critical Environmental Data on Properties Throughout the U.S.

EnviroSite’s cost-effective government records database and historical property research solutions are used industry-wide for:
- Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs)
- Environmental Risk Management
- Phase 1 & 2 Reporting
- RSRA Desktop Reviews
- Due Diligence

Our solutions provide near real-time data delivery. Receive the environmental information you need – when you need it.
Contact us at 866-211-2028 and reference our NEAIPG newsletter ad for a FREE TRIAL REPORT.

SJB SERVICES, INC.

“Quality and Service - the way it used to be.”

- Subsurface Exploration
- Geotechnical Engineering
- Geotechnical Laboratory Testing
- Special Inspections
- Construction Materials Testing
- Environmental Services
- SWPPP Monitoring
- Storm Water Infiltration Testing
- Asbestos Abatement Monitoring

1.800.821.5911 • info@sjbegs.com • www.sjbegs.com
Offices in: Albany, Buffalo, Cortland, Jamestown and Rochester, NY
PIGGYBACKING: SERVICE EXPANDED FOR NE/AIPG ADVERTISERS!

The NE/AIPG Newsletter has again expanded its Piggybacking options offered to Advertisers. Advertisers can include promotional flyers or brochures along with NE/AIPG's normal distribution of the Newsletter.

Piggybacking gives NE/AIPG Advertisers a cost-effective way to get their promotional material into the hands of NE/AIPG's targeted audience of decision-makers. That audience encompasses over 600, including ~500 NE/AIPG Members and Applicants throughout New York, New Jersey, and the six New England states, as well as ~40± AIPG National and Section Officers, plus over 60 Advertisers, and others. NE/AIPG Members benefit from keeping current on available and innovative products and services.

Piggyback Rates for digital issues (see http://issuu.com/neaipg/docs):
1. A "Full Page" (~8" high by 5" wide) Space in Full Color costs $125 per issue.
2. A "Double Full Page" (~8" high by 10" wide) Space in Full Color costs $225 per issue.
3. A "Quad Full Page" (2 Doubles of ~8" high by 10" wide each) Space in Full Color costs $425 per issue.

To schedule your Piggyback promotion, or to learn more, just call Dick Young at 973-335-2289 or e-mail RYoungNJ@aol.com.
NYSCPG NEWS:
Certificate of Authenticity

NYSCPG continues on the education of the effects of the establishment of the profession. This article contains information that was shared in the NYSCPG newsletter in May and is devoted to reviewing a critical aspect of your business and practicing geology within the confines of the law.

The law and regulations are clear regarding the structure of all company entities offering geologic services. To provide any services defined as geology, a company must hold a valid Certificate of Authorization (C of A) specifically for geology. If your company does not hold a C of A, you must obtain one immediately or risk receiving a cease-and-desist letter from the State Education Department (SED). A cease-and-desist order will prevent your company from providing geological services until the error is corrected - this means both you and your employer cannot practice geology in that company. Working without a C of A is unauthorized practice; regardless of your own P.G. registration, you also may be practicing unlawfully and violating rules of professional conduct if you are practicing geology in an unauthorized entity.

The process to acquire a C of A for your company is:

- You must ensure that qualified person(s) within your organization received their individual license(s) to practice geology.
- Your company must apply for a C of A from SED:
  - Your company structure must be a registered professional entity. General business corporations (Inc., Ltd, Corp, etc.) are not allowed and must convert to a lawful professional structure. Information regarding the permissible professional business structures in NYS can be found at https://www.op.nysed.gov/corporate/introduction.
  - Existing professional corporations (engineering, land surveying, etc.) must:
    → Add a licensed professional geologist as an owner, and,
    → Amend the company certificate to include geologic services
- Your company must amend the certificate of incorporation with Department of State. Once approved, the documents return to SED for final approval.

More details of this process can be found at https://www.op.nysed.gov/corporate/disclaimer/section-xii

Similar to other Design Professionals, geologists may not practice within a company that does not have the proper C of A for the specific professional license they hold. As a licensed professional, you are expected to understand and follow all the laws and regulations. If you are unsure, check the verification page at https://www.op.nysed.gov/verification-search. If your company is not listed as approved to practice geology, please confer with your organization about whether you need to apply for a C of A.

Please note a C of A does not currently apply to the grandfathered engineering firms as they work to pass legislation to offer geologic services.

For specific questions on permissible professional entities and NYS authorization for your company to practice geology, feel free to contact geology@nysed.gov or myself at jnadeau@nycpg.com

John M. Nadeau, P.G., C.P.G. NYSCPG Executive Director (End)
NE/AIPG 2023 PUBLICATION SCHEDULE

Winter Newsletter

January 9  Deadline (Material to Editor)
January 20 Content to Publisher
February 6  E-mail to Members

Directory of Members

February 7  Deadline (Material to Editor)
March 10  Content to Publisher
April 10  E-mail to Members

Spring Newsletter

March 17  Deadline (Material to Editor)
April 1  Content to Publisher
April 17  E-mail to Members

Autumn Newsletter

July 21  Deadline (Material to Editor)
August 11  Content to Publisher
September 1  E-mail to Members

Holiday Newsletter

October 6  Deadline (Material to Editor)
October 20  Content to Publisher
November 6  E-mail to Members

Please Email News, Info, & Articles
to Kim Burger: kburger@rouxinc.com or neaipg.editor@gmail.com

For Advertising Rates & Info, Please Contact
Dick Young: RYoungNJ@aol.com or Cell 203.627.8085
ANGELO TAGLIACOZZO MEMORIAL
GEOLOGICAL SCHOLARSHIP TRUST FUND
LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS SINCE 1987
(All Contributors, Since Fund Inception Through December 31, 2022)

FRIENDS OF THE FUND
($1,000+)
Aquifer Drilling & Testing, Inc.
Banino, George
Blauvelt, Robert P.
Dimmick, Charles Wm.
Kasabach, Haig F.
Kraemer, Curtis A.
Leggette, Brashears & Graham, Inc.
McGrath, Dennis G.
Northeast Section — AIPG
Patota, Jean M.
(from benefactor)
Rexrode, H. Leonard, Jr.
Roux Associates
Roux, Paul H.
Schiffman, Arnold
Slayback, Russell G.
Valkenburg, Nicholas
Young, Richard H.

BENEFACTORS ($500+)
Allen, Boyd III
(from Patron)
Cascade Drilling, Inc.
Emerson, Mark
FPM Remediations
Frederick, Jeffrey
Herrick, Dean H.
Higgins, Jonathan B.
(In Memory of Leo Hall)
Kayler, Kyle
Mahier, Luke
(from Patron)
McEachern, Michael
Proce, Christopher
Stone, Timothy S.
Whitbeck, Luanne

SPONSORS ($125+)
Alpha Geoscience
Brown, Christopher
Chamberlain, John Mark
Clemens, Robert H.
DeAngelis, James
Eggers, J.
ERM — Northeast
Fakundiny, Robert
Getchell, Frank
Graham, Jack B.
Greenman, Michael
Heinzel, Craig and
Chaves, Judith
Hince, Eric
Koch, Ellis
Mathez, Muriel
Pieriboni, John
Prehoda, William P.
Schechner, Claire and Louis

PATRONS ($250+)
Airmag Surveys, Inc.
Alpha Analytical
Anonymous

(Contributors continued on page 71)
(Contributors continued from page 70)

Scheuing, Laurie
Standish, Richard
Stewart, Robert A.
Tsacoyannis, Nicholas
Urban-Mead, Russell B.
Waste Management, Inc.
(Matching Gift on Behalf of
George Banino)

CONTRIBUTORS ($50+)

Arguden, A. Tefvik
Barish, James M.
Bell, David L.
Belt, Edward S.
Bennington, Bret
Bugh, James
Cain, Kevin
Davis, R. Laurence
Environmental Compliance, Inc.
(On Behalf of
Joseph Torlucci)
Flick, William
Gallagher, Evelyn A.
Hanlon, Kerry
Herman Karpel Memorial Fund
(On Behalf of Friends of
Rhoda Tagliacozzo)
Hnottavange-Tellen, Ken
Hoogerhyde, Kevin J.
Housman, John J., Jr.
Jonathan Paul Associates, Inc.
Kaczor, Sofia
Ketani, Ralph
Mase, David F.
Maslansky, Steven P.
McEachern, Jessica
Mozer, Robert
Neubeck, William S.
Penn, William E.
Rice, John
Rhyner, John
Russo, Luigi
Ryan, Michael J.
Scott, David
Shope, Steven
Sillman, Robert and Roberta
Sparrow, Leslie
St. Germain, Daniel J.
Stokes, Kurtis W.
Stone Hill Environmental, Inc.
Tatlock, Derek
Timmons, Robert
Torlucci, Joseph
Tyers, George
Waring, Andrew D.
Wenz, Kenneth P.
Werle, Craig
West, William T.
Weyer, Kelly
Wohlford, Thomas

DONORS (Up To $50)

Bablin, Christopher
Barbour, Richard and Rose
Becker, Jennifer
Bowes, James
Bradley, Margaret
Busa, Mark D.
Clausen, Jay
Cox, Peter
Faldetta, Sarah
Fournier, Leroy
Fredrick, William T
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Hager, Jutta
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Celebrating 37 Years of Scholarships!
The Angelo Tagliacozzo Memorial Geological Scholarship

The Angelo Tagliacozzo Memorial Geological Scholarship was established by the Northeast Section of the American Institute of Professional Geologists in late 1986. The first Scholarships were presented to undergraduate Geology students in 1987.

The ATMG Scholarship recognizes the dedicated leadership and service which Angelo provided to NEAIPG, to AIPG, and to the geological profession, until his untimely passing on October 11, 1986. The Scholarship furthers Angelo's goal of acquainting young geologists with AIPG and with AIPG's importance to the geological profession.

ANGELO TAGLIACOZZO (1936 - 1986)
Angelo Tagliacozzo received his doctorate in Geology from the University of Rome (Italy) in 1962. Thereafter, he worked in various positions as geologist, geophysicist, and hydrogeologist, which included assignments abroad, in the U.S., and with the United Nations. Angelo provided exemplary service to AIPG at the Section and National levels. He was a Northeast Section Executive Committee Member (1973-1982), Vice President (1977-1978), President (1979-1980), National Advisory Board Delegate (1981-1982), and Screening Board Chairman (1984-1986). Angelo's dedication to and leadership of the Northeast Section Screening Board has become the ultimate standard against which service in such a position is measured. Angelo also served as an AIPG National Executive Committeeman (1982); he was a vigorous advocate of measures to increase professionalism. Angelo was (and will always be remembered as) a respected professional... and a friend to many.

THE SCHOLARSHIP
NEAIPG grants Scholarships to undergraduate geology students annually. The Scholarships are designed to help with the cost of summer field courses, textbooks, and other aspects of geological education. Scholarships are awarded, on academic achievement and on financial need, to students enrolled in recognized geology programs at colleges or universities located in Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont.

YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS
Your participation is encouraged in support of this dynamic memorial to Angelo and his recognition of the importance of AIPG to the geological profession. Contributions to the Scholarship Perpetual Trust Fund should be written to:

The Angelo Tagliacozzo Memorial Geological Scholarship Trust Fund, Inc.
and mailed to:

NE/AIPG Geological Scholarship Trust Fund
C/O Scott Hulseapple
679 Plank Rd, Clifton Park, NY 12065

Alternatively, you can make your Contribution RIGHT NOW ONLINE, by simply going to https://ne-aipg.org/ and clicking "Donation To Scholarship Fund" (under “Quick Links” on the home page).

All Contributions are invested perpetually, with earnings thereon used solely for the Scholarship. NE/AIPG bears all costs of administration. Please ask your employer about matching your tax-free contribution, and additional corporate contributions.

For further information, contact Kelly Weyer:
neaipg.atscholarship2@gmail.com
Memorandum

To: Kelly Weyer, Chairperson, ATMG Scholarship, Northeast Section, AIPG

From:

Date:

Re: I’m Taking the Pledge: I’M IN FOR 2023!

Dear Kelly,

This year, I am 100% with you when it comes to achieving the Section’s goal of 100% participation in support of the ATMG Scholarship Perpetual Trust Fund in 2023!

I agree with your encouragement that each and every Section Member make a contribution in accordance with their ability! Affordable donations from many members, can show a stronger and more united support for the future of our profession and aspiring geologist, rather than relying on the generous support from a few members.

To show my support toward the profession of Geology and encourage aspiring Geologist, you can count me in FOR 2023!

I am committed to contributing, as much as I can, to give back to the profession that has given me so much. I’M IN FOR 2023, and I am considering a tax-free donation equivalent to $35 a Week, $35 a Month, or $35 for the Year!

Also, I just wanted to tell you I am delighted to know that every one of those hard-earned dollars that I contribute will be INVESTED in the Scholarship Perpetual Trust Fund, so my contribution today can keep on giving, year after year! That makes me feel like my contribution really means something, both now and in the long term!

I have thought it over, and I know how important 100% participation is to make significant impacts in the lives of aspiring geologists! So, Kelly, I’M IN FOR 2023, as indicated below.

If I want to add another tax-free donation later in the year, or if I want to pay this donation online, I know that I can visit the Section website at https://ne-aipg.org and make a donation at any time.

Professionally yours, ___________________________________________

At this point in 2023, I am pledging the amount indicated below, and I will provide payment via check, or will pay online at https://ne-aipg.org/. I indicated my donation amount and payment method below with an “x” on the appropriate statements:

_____ $35 a Week ($1820 for 2023)
_____ $35 a Month ($420 for 2023)
_____ $35 a Year ($35 for 2023)
_____ I pledge to donate the amount of $________ (I know that a little bit is better than nothing!)
_____ I have physically mailed this letter to you and enclosed my check, made out to “The Angelo Tagliacozzo Memorial Geological Scholarship Trust Fund, Inc.”
_____ I have emailed you this letter, and I will pay the donation online. If my payment is not received within 30-days of receiving this letter, please invoice me and I will agree to pay as soon as possible, and no later than by 12/1/2023.

Signed: _______________________________________________________

Name Printed: ___________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________

Email Address: _________________________________________________

Mail this Pledge to: NE/AIPG Geological Scholarship Trust Fund, c/o Scott Hulseapple 679 Plank Rd, Clifton Park, NY 12065
- or -

Email this Pledge to: NE/AIPG Geological Scholarship Trust Fund, c/o Kelly Weyer, neaipg.atscholarship2@gmail.com